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The notions of approximation studied in this paper are motivated by the following 
two intuitive questions: (1) In what sense do the results of arbitrary numerical computa- 
tions approximate the true result when the accuracy of the individual operations are 
increased ? (2) Can one approximate he action of a more powerful machine by a weaker 
machine simply by replacing the individual operations of the strong machine by 
increasingly more accurate programs of the weaker one ? 
The principal results of this paper are contained in Sections 3 and 5; in Sections 2 
and 4 we present motivational material and illustrations. 
1. BAsic NOTIONS 
The present paper is a continuation of Ref. [2]. We quickly outline the main concepts 
that are inherited from that paper. 
Let 9.1 = (A; R 1 .... ; f l  .... ;Q  .... ) be a relational structure with finitely many 
relations, operations, and individual constants. An algorithmic basis fB for ~ consists 
of a finite or infinite set of variables and a specification of which of the following 
instructions may be used to compose programs: 
r: i f  R~(xxl .... , xK,), then go to p else go to q; 
r: do x~: = fi(xKl ,..., xKm), then go to p; 
r: do xi: ---- cx , then go to p; 
r: do x,: = x~ , then go to p; 
r: go top.  
Programs are finite sets of admissible instructions. No two instructions in a program 7r 
are allowed to have the same label. One instruction is singled out as the entrance. 
Go-to instructions, go to p in which p is not the label of an instruction lead to exits. 
An assignment of elements of A to the variables occurring in a program 7r is called 
an input. Each input determines a computation of 7r; the value of the variables at 
termination is called the output. Two programs are called equivalent (for A) if they have 
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terminating computations on exactly the same inputs and if they compute the same 
outputs for equal inputs. Two programs are strongly equivalent if for each input they 
perform exactly the same sequence of instructions (disregarding labels), exits of 
strongly equivalent programs are in 1 to 1 correspondence. 
It is sometimes convenient to describe the structure of a program by a directed 
graph. Our central notion is introduced in this manner. We say that a program is 
in normal form if its graph has the form of a tree in which some leaves are bent back 
to earlier nodes of the branch on which they sit. The root of the tree is the entrance 
to the program. For example: 
O- 
The following characterizations of the class 27 of all programs in normal form are 
useful9 
LEMMA 1.1. 27 is the smallest class that contains all programs consisting of none or one 
instruction and closed under the following operations: 
~0 --+ (1) composition: ~ 
(n) 
(11 
looping: (n) 
1) 
LEMMA 1.2. 
~ ----~ q'gl composed with ~r 1 ,..., ~rn yields --+ " ; 
7"g n 
yields --~ " 
X is the smallest class of programs that contains the empty program and 
is closed under the following operations: 
looping, 
Initializing: I f  ~r o consists of one instructions only and has one (respectively two) 
exits, then ~r t (and 7r~) initialized by ~r o yields ~r o ~ 7r a respectively --~ ~'~ . 
Either 7ra or ~r~ may be the empty program. 
The verification that these recursive definitions indeed describe the class of programs 
in normal form is quite direct. 
THEOREM 1.3. For each program we can effectively find one strongly equivalent to 
it which is in normal form. 
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The  proof is by induct ion on the number  of instructions in the program and is 
straightforward; see Ref. [3] for details. F rom now on we shall assume that all pro- 
grams are in normal form. 
A trace of a program [2, p. 187] gives essentially a sequence of labels of instructions 
that are executed in a computat ion according to this program. The  set of traces is 
a regular event, given by a regular expression a which we call a signature of the program. 
I f  u, v ~ ] a* [, we say u <a v if v = uw for some nonempty w ~ ] a* ]. 
Let zr be a program, and assume that ~r employs only the variables x1 ,..., xn. Then  
zr determines an n-ary relation S(Tr) as follows: For any a 1 ,..., a n ~A,  we let 
(a  1 ..... an) ~ S(~r) iff the program 7r terminates on input (a 1 ,..., an). Moreover, 
rr determines a partial function F(rO:An---* A n. This  is the set of all pairs 
(a, b) ~ A n • A n such that ~r terminates with output b = @1 .... , bn) if started with 
input a = (a  I ,..., an). 
Using characterization Lemma 1.2 it is easy to show that the relation S(Tr) and 
partial function F(Tr) are definable in the infinitary language introduced in Ref. [2]. 
We present his theorem in tabular form. 
THEOREM 1.4 [2, p. 192]. 
If the program is of the form: Then SOr) is defined by the formula 
empty T (for "true") 
-~ :~ (n) 
v A I, 
wEI 6 .  } w'<w 
where p defines S 
defines S 
(n + 1)/ 
and a is a signature of the second program. 
S - fy (~k . . . . .  kk )" " L1D 1 mj [~01) ' 
x i 
where ~o t defines S(zr); 
(Rdx~l,...) ^ ~1) v ( ~Rdx~l .... ) ^ ~2) 
where qo 1 defines S(~rl) and ~% defines S(~r2). 
57I/5/I-5" 
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The second case of Theorem 1.4 uses the notation v. This symbol denotes the 
nonterminating program 1: go to 1. It may seem that the recursive definition of S(zr) 
is not legitimate in that case (the number of instructions is increased in the process). 
However, this can be very easily corrected by truncuating the branch of the program 
on which v sits. 
Sub1'(zh ..... ~,-j) (~o) denotes the result of substituting the termf~(x~ ,..., xk,, ) for all 
occurrences of the variables xi in ~o. I f  a is a signature of a program rr and w e I a 1, 
then Sub,o 9 denotes the formula obtained by performing a sequence of substitutions 
associated to w as follows: Let w = t01 P2 -.. P,,. I f  P8 is the label of a conditional 
instruction (if... then ...) we let Sub~ be the identical substitution. I fps is the label of an 
operational instruction (do xi: =fj(xkt,..., xk~ ), then ...) we let Sub~, be Sub11(% ..... ~k,,j). 
Finally, we let Sub~o be the composite, Subw~(9) = Sub~,,(Sub~m_~(... (Sub~(~o)))). 
THEOREM 1.5 
If the program is of the form: Then F(Tr) is defined by the formula 
empty (Yl = xl ^ "'" ^  y~ -- x,~) 
-~ (n) 
V lSub,o(q~) ^ A Sub~'($) I , 
welol w'<w 
~r 
where ~ defines F (n) | ,  
,definesS =o 2E l  , 
(n + 1) 
and a is a signature of the second program. 
where ?t defines FOb); 
(Ri(x~t,...) ^  ~Ol) v (-nRi(xkl,...) ^  cp2), 
where ~1 defines F(zh) and ~% defines F(~r2). 
We now consider a very simple example. Let 9~ be the natural number system and 
let !B be an algorithmic basis for 9I that includes the capabilities needed in the following 
program: 
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1: do x 3:=O, thengoto2;  
2: i f  x 2 = O, then go to 5 else go to 3; 
3: do x3 : = x3 + xx , then go to 4 ; 
4: do x 2 : = x 2 -1 ,  then go to 2. 
The signature of this program is 1 9 (2-34)* 9 2 +. The partial function F(~r) determined 
by this program is defined by 
Sub~ ( V 1Subw(x ,=O^yl=x,  ny ,=x ,  ny3=x3)  
w~](2-34)* I 
,, A su,.,..(x, o)I). 
W' <'W 
2-34 
This formula can be rewritten as follows: 
Sub~ .------'I =OAyl=X. 
n 
^y~=x2- -1 - -1  . . . . .  1Aya=x 3+x l+x l+ ' ' '+xt  
n n 
Under Peano's axioms, this formula is equivalent to 
V x~ ~-~n^yi =x IAy~ =x z -nAy3 =x l 'n ,  
which reduces to 
Yl = xl Ay, = 0 Ay3 = Xi " X~. 
Remark. This outlines a procedure for proving properties of programs. It should 
be compared with the approach of Floyd [4], as developed by Manna [6], Cooper [1], 
and others. In this latter approach, the definition for S(rr) and F(Tr) are obtained by 
using variables that range over relations. (Namely, the relation holding between the 
values of x 1 ..... xn if control reaches acertain point in the program.) Our observation 
here is, roughly, that these relations are themselves definable in our language. It can 
be used to derive an alternate theory of program correctness, ee Ref. [3]. 
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2. APPROXIMATING THE IDEAL COMPUTER 
The ideal computer on the real numbers can be imagined as having an infinite supply 
of memory, divided up into cells x 0 , x 1 ,.... In each cell is stored a real number with 
infinite accuracy. The computer admits operational instructions 
xi: = xj  , xi ---- x~ + xk , xi: ---- x~ 9 xk , 
xt: = - -x~,  xi: = x-71, xi: = O, xi: = 1 
and conditional instructions 
xi <~ xs ,  xi =x j ,  xi < O, O <~ x i ,  xi <~ l ,  1 <~ x i ,  x i=O,  x i=O,  
for Lj ,  k = 0, 1,2 ..... 
It executes each instruction with infinite accuracy in a finite amount of time. 
I f  ~- is a program, say for solving a system of equations, then the execution of ~r 
by the ideal computer would give us the exact solutions. Since we don't have an ideal 
computer we run ,r on some actual computer instead. This means that instead of 
computing in the real number system we perform the computation i  some algebraic 
structure 
9~ ---- (A, + ,  ", --,  -1, ~<, 0, 1}. 
These algebraic structures are different for different computer organizations and only 
superficially similar to each other and the real number system. It therefore becomes 
important o investigate how much we can depend upon the actual computer to 
deliver the true result for programs that are, naively, written for the ideal computer, 
and to what extent he results on one actual computer predict he outcome on another. 
For example, consider the following version of floating point arithmetic. Let A i 
consist of all numbers of the form a 9 10 ~, where I a [ ~ i and I b [ ~ i. The operations 
are defined in some fashion, say @i,  9  etc. For any given i we imagine a computer 
that acts on the structure 
~i "~ (Ai ; 0 i ,  ~)i, @i, -l l , @i, Oi, 1i). 
The larger i is, the greater we expect he accuracy of the computation to be. Indeed, 
we hope that with increasing i we obtain, in the limit, the exact answer. 
The first task is to make this notion precise. To each real number c and each i there 
is associated an obvious image of c in ~i  9 Let this map be denoted by h i : A -+ A i , 
e.g., h100o(~/2) = 1.41, h10000(~r = 1.414. 
Consider any program zr. Ideally it is designed to operate on the structure 9~ (of real 
numbers), producing a partial function F(zr). Instead, it is run on the structure ~[i. 
To an ideal input a 1 ,..., a n ~ A ,  there corresponds the actual input hi(a1),... , hi(an); 
the output is bl i ..... bn i ~ Ai 9 What we would like to hope is that if bl ..... b~ is the 
output of zr on ~,  then bl i ~-- hi(bl) ..... bn i -~ hi(bn). 
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For example: 0.36 + 0.44 = 0.80, but in 9.Ix0 we have 0.3 @10 0.4 = 0.7. Thus, 
while h10(0.36 ) = 0.3, hlo(0.44 ) - -0.4,  we have h10(0.80 ) = 0.8 =7(= 0.7. The maps hi 
are clearly not homomorphisms. 
Still, we have of course 
!.im (hi(x) @i h,(y)) = lh~ h,(x -k y)  = x ~- y.  
Thus, at least for very simple programs, increasing accuracy leads in the limit to 
the correct result. The question arises, whether this situation persists if we pass to more 
complicated programs. 
Let us reformulate this question as follows: Consider the sets Fi(zr), subsets of 
Ai  ~ • Ai  n, determined by some program ~- on the variables x I ,..., x n . Let F~-l(zr) 
be the inverse image ofFi(~- ) under hi,  i.e., 
F? I (~)  = {<q .... , c2,> c A n • .~": <h,(cl),..., h,(c~,)> ~ Fi(~)}. 
Does the sequence {F~-1(Tr)}i=l.2 .. . approximate F(~r) ? 
This formulation lends itself to generalization to arbitrary algorithmic bases and 
sequences of relational structures ince no appeal is made to the topology of 9.1. We say 
that a sequence of sets 
{Si}i=l.2 .... approximates S 
modulo a sequence of error bounds {Ti}i_l,z .... if the following three conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) N, z~ S_C Tr for all i; 
(ii) Ti+~ C T i for all i; 
(iii) Ni T~ = ;~. 
{~ denotes the symmetric difference of sets: S r, T= (S --  T )U  (T -  S).} 
In Section 3 below, we shall treat the question of approximation of a structure in 
full generality, leaving the obvious application to numerical analysis to the imagination 
of the reader. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF A STRUCTURE 
Let ~ be an algorithmic basis for the structures ~ and 9.1i, i = 1,2,...,. Let the maps 
hi : A --~ Ai  be given. We say that 
{9.Ii}i=1, 2 .... approximates 9.1 algorithmically iff 
{F~-1(Tr)}i=1.2 .. . approximates F(7r) for all programs ~r over ~B (modulo some sequence 
of error bounds). 
The main result of this section is the following: 
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THEOREM 3.1. The sequence of structures {921}i=a.2 .... approximates the structure 92 
algorithmically iff (Y~-l(~r)}~=l,2 .... approximates F(Tr) for the following two types of 
programs: 
(a) programs consisting of one conditional instruction only; 
(b) programs consisting of a sequence of operational instructions only. 
Thus we do not need to investigate all possible programs to be assured of approxima- 
tion, but it is sufficient o look only at some very basic types of programs. The proof 
of Theorem 3.1 is immediate from the following two Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
By a simple program we understand a program of the form 
~1--)-~2----~'"--~-~s, 
where each ~'i consists of one instruction only (and only one exit), t Simple programs 
have only one trace; let rr ~' denote a simple program with trace w. 
LEMMA 3.2. {Ai} i= l ,  2 . . . .  approximates 9.1 algorithmically iff {F~-1(Tr)}i=1,2,... approxi- 
mate F(rr) for all simple programs rr. Moreover, the error bounds corresponding to 
arbitrary programs can be obtained effectively from the error bounds corresponding to simple 
programs. 
Proof. It  is sufficient to show: If  {F~q(rrx)} approximates F(Tr 1) for all simple 
programs Ir 1, then, for all programs rr and all simple programs ww, F~-l(rrW__~ rr) 
approximate F(~r w --* ~r). Taking ~r in normal form, we proceed by induction on the 
number of initializations and loopings. We treat here only the less trivial of the two, 
looping. Thus, assume that rr is of the form -~~.Let~r~t )  be ~ --~E] 
and let ~r ~) be [~1 ~ and introduce the following abbreviations: _+ [~-] , k___.l 
R W = S71( .~ _~ ~(1)), R ~ = S(~ _~ .(1)) 
(where S~-1(7r) ----- {(a I .... , a , )  E A": (h~(ax),..., hi(a,)) ~ Si(rr)}); 
Gi w = F71(~ -~ ~ r G w = Y(~ ~ --+ rr(2)); 
H, '~ --- F~.~(Tr ~'--~ 7r), H ~ : F(C ~ -+ ~r). 
1 Note that simple programs can contain conditional instructions, but each of them must 
have one of its exits leading back to the instruction itself. 
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By Theorem 1.5 the sets H~ w and H w can be expressed in terms of the sets G::" and 
R::: as follows: 
H,~ ~:  U (G~ ~ ('] R~ ~• An) , 
ue[ai* [ v<u 
(r 1 
uelo~* 1 v<u 
(r 1 
where tr 1 is a signature of 7r(1). 2
Let {/~iw)i=l, 2 .... and {G/w}i=l,2 .... be error bounds for {R~W}i=l,2 .... and {Giw},=l,2 ..... 
respectively. Then 
i ) U U R  xA", i=1,2,..., 
u~l~t*[ v<u 
a 1 
is a sequence of error bounds for (H~"~}i=l.e .. . . Since this is the only example, here 
and later, in which we carry the proof through we now give some details of the 
verification of properties (i)-(iii). The casual reader may omit this part: 
(i) H~ w A H w C_ Hiw: Suppose x e H~ ~, x ~ H w. Then x e G~ w~ n N~<~ ~, R~ ~ X A n 
9 1 
for some u e ] al* I. Since x ~ H w, we have x ~ G wu N Nv<~ ~ Rwv • An. There are 
two cases 
(a) I f x~tG~, thenxeG~- -Gw~CC,  w~CH% 
i -- i -- 
(b) If x g~ ~<~ R ~ • A '~, then x ~ R~'~x A '~ for some v 1 <~ u. 
Since x e R w~ • A" for each v <~ u, we have 
xeR~'~' • A €  ~'v~ • A"_Ck~ "~ • A~_C~ ~. 
For the case that x ~t Hi w and x E H ~, we argue symmetrically: 
(ii) H~+ 1C_ Hi w is obvious. 
(iii) ~ FIi w = ~ : Suppose that x ~ ~i Hi% 
Let Wi(x ) be the set {u~] cq*l: xc  G~ ~ w [.)~<~,~ R~ '~ • A'*}. Note that Wi+x(x)C_ 
W~(x). Thus, if x ~ (]i Hi ~, then ~ Wi(x ) ~ ~ , say u e (~, W~(x). For this u we have 
therefore 
x e G~u ~3 U/~w,  • A n for all i. 
Cr 1 
2 I t  is not, in general ,  the case that  G '*~ C Iq~<t~  R,*~ • A- .  A counterexample  is the program 
1: i f  x = O, then go to 3 else go to 2; 2: i f  x = O, then go to 2 else go to 1. 
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There are two cases: 
(a) x ~ G w~ for arbitrarily large L Then  x ~ G wu for all i since O~+] _C G~ ~ 
(b) For one of the finitely many v <"a u we have x 6 R~ • An for arbitrarily 
large i. Then  x ~ _~wu • A n for all i by the same argument. 
In  either case we arrive at a contradiction, proving the lemma. 
In  order to prove Theorem 3.1 it now remains to treat the case of simple programs. 
This  problem is easily reduced to the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let rq consist of operational instructions only and let ~r 2 consist of one 
conditional instruction. Suppose that {F~-a(rq)}i=l,2 .... approximates F(rq) and 
(Fi-l(zr~)}i=l,2 ....approximatesF(rr2). Then{F71(rq ~ ~'2)}i=1,2 .... approximatesF(Tq--+ ~r2) 
with error bounds that can be effectively obtained f rom those of the other two approxima- 
tions. 
Proof. Let 
T i = Fi-l(,n-1), T = F(~h);  
R, = F~-a(~), R = F(w~); 
Hi  ----- Fi-l('rgi --)" ~2), H = F(~" 1 --~ ~r2). 
Note that H i = T i 'R  i and H = T"  R, where is the relative product:  
( ai ,..., an,  cl ..... Cn} ~ X"  Yi f f there exists @1 ..... bn} with ( al ,..., an,  bl ,..., bn} ~ X 
and @1 .... , bn,  q ,..., cn} 6 Y. Now, let Ti and/~'i be error bounds for the approxima- 
tions {Ti}i=l.2 . . . . .  {Ri}i=l,2 . . . . .  respectively. Then,  setting Hi = Ti " R u T"  R i ,  
we easily verify that {Hi}i=1,2 .... is a sequence of error bounds for the approximation 
{Hi}i=1.2 .... 9 
Remark. The above proof does not go through for rr 2 operational instead of 
conditional without further assumptions on the structures 9.Ii .3 In  cases where we can 
extend it to such ~r 2 we get instead of Theorem 3.1, the stronger esult: {9~i}i=1, ~ .... 
approximates 9/algorithmical ly iff{F~-a(~r)}i=a.2 ...  approximatesF(~r) for all programs 7r 
consisting of one instruction only. It can be shown that this situation obtains in the 
case of floating point arithmetic. 
3 For example, in the case of an ordered field ~[, approximated by structures 9~ i = (A t , 
+ , . ,  - - ,  -1, <,  0, 1): (1) The hi are homomorphisms with respect o <,  0, and 1. (2) The 
inverse image h?l(a) of a point a ~ Ai is an interval of 9~ and h~l(a) C_ h-il(a). (3) If hi(a) = hi(b) 
for all i, then a = b. (4) For intervals 1, J of ~I, let Hi+(1, J) be the union of the inverse images 
of hi(a) q- hi(b), where a E 1, b ~ Jr. Then Hi+(1, J) is an interval; if 1' c I and J '  _c J, then 
H++I(I ', J') c_ Hi+(1, J); if f'h l i = {a} and Vll Ji = {b}, then lqi H~+(li, Ji) = {a § b}. Similary 
for ",--,  etc. 
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4. APPROXIMATION BY FINITE STATE ~/~ACHINES 
Let us consider finite state machines with input and output alphabets equal to each 
other. For notational convenience, we assume that this alphabet is {a, b}. Let W be 
the set of words over this alphabet and let ~ be the following algebra of words: 
= (W; A, B; &/~ d, a, b, b), 
where A and B are the sets of words beginning with a and b, respectively. & ~ are 
the operations which attach a, b to the beginning of a word; a, b do the same at the end. 
d deletes the first letter of a word (if any), b deletes the last. 
We consider two algorithmic bases for ~2B, one corresponding tofinite-state machines 
~:: input location x: {x: = d(x), A(x), B(x)}, 
output location y: {y: = a(y), y: = b(y)}; 
the other corresponding to (deterministic) push-down-store-machines 
~:  input location x: {x: = aT(x), A(x), B(x)}, 
push-down store z: {z: = 8(z), z: = b(z), z: = d(z), d(z) ,  B(z)}, 
output location y: {y: = a(y), y: = b(y)}. 
As is well-known, push-down-store machines are more powerful than finite-state 
machines. Still, it is conceivable that we can approximate the action of the stronger 
machine on the weaker machine. To this end we will need for every program rr on 
the stronger machine a sequence of programs {~ri}i=l. 2 . .. for the weaker machine such 
that the set of arguments on which ~r i computes a value different from the one computed 
by zr gets smaller with increasing i and tends in the limit to the empty set. 
I f  the programs 7r i and ~" had the same variables, we could formulate the above 
requirement by :{F(~ri)}i=l. ~... approximates F(lr). However, the memory set of 
is {x, y}, and of ~ it is {x, y, z}. Thus, we have to give the notion of approximation 
a slight reformulation, which we shall present in general terms. 
Let ~1 be an algorithmic basis for 91 with variables x I .... , x~ ; let ~2 be an algo- 
rithmic basis for the same structure but with only the variables x 1 ,..., x,n, where 
m < n. Let k = n -  m. Let each ~r~ result from rr by uniformly replacing each 
instruction by an appropriate subroutine. Then we say that the sequence {~ri}i=l. 2 ... 
approximates ~rif {F(~r~) • dk}i=l.z .... approximates F(~r); ~2 approximates ~B1 if such 
sequences {Tri}i=l, 2.... of programs over $2 exist for each program rr over $1 9 
THEOREM 4.1. ~3~ approximates ~31 iff for each simple program 7r over 931 there exists 
an approximating sequence {~'i}i=1.2 .. . of programs over ~3~ .
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Proof. The proof is a quite straightforward modification of the proof of Lemma 3.2 
where no reduction of memory was involved. To simplify the proof we employ 
an observation of Kaiser [5]. Let ~- be a program, o one of its signatures rr~ the simple 
program corresponding to a trace w s [ a I. Then F(zr) = ~)~l,f F(rr~) 9 
Suppose now that {rriw}i=l,2 .... approximates rrw for each w s ia  I with bounds 
{Hi~}~=l,~ .... . It is then an easy exercise to show that {~ri}i=l. 2 . .. approximates rr with 
error bounds {U~I,I Hiw}i=l.2 .... 9 
Having thus reduced the problem of approximation to the case of simple programs, 
we now return to our example. To formulate approximating programs on the finite- 
state machine we trade memory space against length of program. Roughly, what 
we do is to represent the content of the push-down-store z by a state of the finite-state 
machine. In our presentation, states correspond to labels of instructions. The technical 
details are as follows. 
Our goal is to describe, for every positive integer i, the subroutine Pi over ~ which 
is intended to replace a single instruction p of ~. For this purpose we encode words z 
over {a, b} by their G6del number (z). In addition we use the following numbering 
[p, q] of pairs of positive integers: [p, q] --- 2~(2q + I). 
I f  the instruction O is 
r: do x: = d(x), then go to s, 
then the subroutine pi consists of all instructions 
[r, (z)]: do x: = d(x), then go to [s, (z)] 
for all words z whose length is at most i. (Similarly for all other instructions involving 
only the variables x and y.) 
I f  the instruction p is 
r: do z: = d(z), then go to s, 
we take the subroutine Pi consisting of all instructions 
[r, (z)]: go to [,, (a(z))] 
for all words z of length ~i.  The other instructions involving z are treated in a similar 
fashion. 
To show that {~-iw}i=l. 2 .... approximates Trw for simple programs zr w observe the 
following: I f  zr w is a simple program for the push-down-store machine ~,  then ~r ~ 
is started with initial assignment z = A, the empty word. Throughout the computation 
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of 7t w, the length of the word stored at z remains bounded by the length of w (sharper 
bounds are easily computed from the form of w). From this remark we obtain error 
bounds Hi w at once, proving the following: 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Push-down store machines can be approximated by finite-state 
machines, and (in view of the representation f Turing machines by machines with 
two push-down-stores) Turing machines can also be approximated by finite-state 
machines. 
Remark. There is a trivial way for proving the same result: Consider, for i = 1, 2,... 
only input words of length ~ i .  Then the action of the push-down-store machines ~r 
on this set can be mimicked by a finite-state machine rr i . The sequence {rri}i=l. 2 ... 
approximates 7r. However, the construction of rr i from rr is a task that has to be per- 
formed anew for each i. In our proof we get the ~i in a uniform fashion from ~r. 
5. APPROXIMATION AND DEGREES OF COMPUTABILITY 
We now return to the general case of a weak algorithmic basis ~3 2 approximating 
a strong algorithmic basis ~31 over the same structure ~2[. Let us recall the important 
fashion in which an algorithmic basis ~ may be strengthened assuggested by the jump 
operation of the theory of degrees of computability. 
Let 7r R be any program over ~3 and let R = S(Tr) be the n-ary relation defined by 7r. 
In general, there is no program ~-R such that S(r rn)  is the complement of R (there 
exist recursively enumerable, nonrecursive sets). Therefore, let ~3' be the algorithmic 
basis obtained from ~3 by adding all capabilities 4 
R(xi l  ,..., x~,), for all i 1 ,..., i,,. 
Then, in general, ~B' is stronger then ~3. Let us assume that ~3 has the reset capability. 
This means that for every program ~r there are programs ,r', p, and p -1 such that 
O --~ ~r' ~ p-1 terminates on exactly the same inputs as 7r and such that the output of 
p --+ rr' ~ p -1 equals its input. Under this assumption we have: 
THEOREM 5.1. ~3 approximates f3'. 
Proof. Let ~r be any program in normal form and let i be any positive integer. 
We define the program ~r i as follows by recursion on the structure of 7r; the program 
,r i will have one additional exit which we will label ( .) :  
4 That is, we allow as conditional instructions k: if R(xi ..... xi ), then go to p else go to q for 
1 
all i 1 ,..., in ; of course, this means that the relational struction ~"is augmented by adding the 
relation R. 
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-~(1)  
9 (1 ) i i i s~ ' 
(a) (n)] rr~ ~ (n) 
-~ (,) 
I !  (11 
~~ (n) 
(,) 
~ (,) 
I 
(,) 
which consists of i copies of the result 
7(  1 ) 
~~ --~ (n) of applying the operation ~ to .~ (1) 9 2, (n)" 
-~ (,) 
(n + 1) 
(n + 1) 
(b) (xk; = L.(,X'kl ,..., xk,aj ) ~ 7rl)i is Xk: = f j ( . . . )  ~ "B'I, 
( ) 77"1 ~ 7rli . j ( . . . ) (  . 
71"2/ 772~ 
(c) ~ ~ is ~,  where ~ is the empty program. 
By characterization Lemma 1.2, this defines ~r i for all ~r in normal form. The result 
of the operation i is to insure that all loops in ~r are run through at most i times9 If, for 
some input, a loop in ~- would be used more than i times, the program ~.i would take 
exit (,) on that input. 
Let now ~r R be the program in question; we may assume that all its exits are com- 
bined into one. Thus, ~rR i has two exits, 7rR.i-", the lower exit being the one marked (,). 
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Let rr be any program over ~B'. Let ~r i be the program over the weaker algorithmic 
basis ~ which results by replacing each instruction 
R(...): by ~r~_~.  
We shall show that {Tri}i=l. 2 ... approximates 7r.By Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient o show 
this for simple programs rr. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 7rR_ ,i-~ has the property that its output 
always equals its input. We say that a set T of elements (a 1 ,..., an, b t ..... bn) of 
A n • A n satisfies the finiteness condition if for every (a  I , . . . ,  an) , there are at most 
finitely many (b  1 , . . . ,  bn) such that (a 1 ,..., an, bl ,..., bn) E T. 
With these conventions it is now easy to prove: 
YFtTr i-~ ~ approximates F(R(...)?~v ) LSMMA 5.2. (a) ( k R-~vDi=l ,2  . . . .  
with error bounds that satisfy the finiteness condition. 
(b) {F(TrR~i . . . .  )}i=1,2 .... approximates F(R(.. .)~ ) 
with error bounds that satisfy the finiteness condition. 
7r a , f ib  LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that ( i }i=t,2 . . . .  approximates rr a and { i }i=1.2 .... approxi- 
mates rr~ with error bounds Ti ~ and Ti b, respectively, which satisfy the finiteness condition. 
Then {rri a --~ 7rib}i=a.2 ... approximates rr~ -+ rP with such error bounds. 
Now let rr be a simple program over ~' .  Then 7r i consists of a sequence of sub- 
routines each of which approximates the corresponding instruction of ~- with error 
bounds that satisfy the finiteness condition. For the case that this instruction is also 
contained in ~,  this fact is trivial: for the instructions involving R it follows from 
Lemma 5.2. By Lemma 5.3, the linear composition preserves the fact and we are done. 
It remains to prove the two lemmas above. 
Proof of 5.2. We shall show only part (a), the other being entirely analogous. 
Let T~ ---- Ui>~iF(R(.. .)~) z~ F ( r r~) .  Each Ti satisfies the finiteness condition as 
can easily be verified. The sets Ti are error bounds for the approximation. We shaI1 
only show that (~ T~ = ~.  Namely, suppose that 
(ax ..... an, bl ,..., bn) E N Ti 
i 
Note that (a 1 ,..., bn) ~F(R(...)~,,) ~-" - -  ~j~>i F(~rR-~,) for arbitrarily large i is impossible 
because (a t ,..., bn) ~ F(R(...)?,,) implies (a t ,..., bn) 6 F(~r~L~) for all j ~ 
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for some J0. (The number J0 counts the maximal number of times a loop 
is run through in the execution of 7r on input <a 1 ,..., a~>.) Quite obviously 
<al ..... b,> E UJ>>., F(~r~;v) -- F(R(...)~,) is equally impossible for arbitrarily large i. 
Proof of 5.3. Consider the sets 
T, = T, '~ . F(@) u F(~r") 9 T, b, 
where T i and Ti b are given as in the statement of the lemma. Observe first that each 
Ti satisfies the finiteness condition. This is obvious from the functionality of F(~r") 
and F(Irb). 
Morevover, the sets T~ are error bounds for the approximation i question. This, 
again, is easily verified. 
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